
 

 

 

 
 
 
September 17, 2019 
 
 
Chairman Bobby Scott 
Committee on Education & Labor Democrats 
U.S. House of Representatives  
2176 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 
 
Ranking Member Virginia Foxx 
Committee on Education & Labor Republicans 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2101 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 
 
 
Dear Chairman Scott & Ranking Member Foxx,  
 
The National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA) submits the 
following statement to summarize the challenges of implementing Public Service Loan 
Forgiveness and how current challenges can be addressed moving forward. NASFAA represents 
more than 28,000 student financial assistance professionals at nearly 3,000 colleges, 
universities, and career schools across the country. NASFAA member institutions serve nine out 
of every 10 undergraduates in the U.S. 
 
The Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program was created to ensure that individuals with 
a passion to serve the public good in capacities like teaching, public interest law, social work, 
and the health professions aren’t forced to choose between a fulfilling—albeit lower paying—
career and repaying their student loans. PSLF allows them to do both, requiring borrowers to 
make affordable monthly payments for ten years and then granting forgiveness on any 
remaining balance. By giving every individual the ability to choose a career based on vocational 
interest and market need instead of remuneration, PSLF ensures that the public service fields 
include representation from individuals from all backgrounds, not just those who can afford 
higher education without incurring debt.  
 
Unfortunately, from its inception in 2007, the PSLF program has had a number of issues that 
prevent borrowers from accessing forgiveness. Constraints imposed in law, both in the original 
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legislation and in the subsequent legislative fix to the program, and poor administrative 
implementation have all contributed to abysmally low rates of forgiveness.  
 
In designing the program, Congress limited eligibility not only to certain types of public service 
employment, but also to specific loans (i.e., Federal Direct Loans) in a limited number of 
repayment plans. New loans continued to be made under the now defunct Federal Family 
Education Loan Program (FFELP) for the first three years of PSLF, so many borrowers either did 
not qualify because they had the wrong federal loans, or would only qualify for limited 
forgiveness because they had loans in both the FFELP and Direct Loan programs. Borrowers also 
had to remain enrolled in one of the qualified repayment plans, most commonly one of the 
income-driven plans, which require annual recertification of income to qualify for forgiveness. 
The idea that student borrowers would understand these nuances was nothing short of wishful 
thinking.  
 
Compounding the impediments already built into the program, the Department of Education 
(ED) made implementation decisions that further restricted PSLF access. When ED’s Office of 
Federal Student Aid (FSA) implemented PSLF, it assigned a single servicer to handle all PSLF 
applications. While this decision may have been efficient from FSA’s perspective, it created a 
system where only one servicer had extensive knowledge of the PSLF program. Borrowers 
without the good fortune to have been assigned to FedLoan Servicing didn’t always appear to 
have the benefit of customer service representatives who understood the details of PSLF, 
leaving the borrowers to navigate these complexities on their own. Not only are the non-PSLF 
servicers less knowledgeable about PSLF, the student loan servicing system itself created an 
incentive for servicers to intentionally withhold PSLF information from borrowers in order to 
retain those loans in their portfolios since loans in good standing in repayment receive the 
highest level of compensation1 and are a positive factor in how ED assigns loans to its nine 
servicers2. 
 
In the early years of PSLF, borrowers had no way to verify whether they were on the correct 
path to forgiveness. It wasn’t until 2012—five years after the creation of the program— that 
FSA even created the Employer Certification Form (ECF) for borrowers to verify that their 
payments qualified. The voluntary submission of the ECF, once approved, initiated a process to 
transfer the borrower’s loans to FedLoan, and borrowers were notified by FedLoan of the 
number of qualifying payments they had made to date and how many more payments were 
required for forgiveness. 
 
NASFAA member institutions saw serious flaws with these processes early on. In 2014, NASFAA 

 
1 http://pnpi.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Federal-Student-Loan-Servicing-Primer.pdf 
2https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/sites/default/files/fsawg/datacenter/servicer/12312018/explanation-quarter-end-

123118.pdf 
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raised concerns from schools that borrowers did not know that PSLF was available and did not 
understand all of the requirements for forgiveness. A task force3 (report enclosed) of financial 
aid professionals convened that year made recommendations for FSA to make PSLF program 
data public for analysis, to proactively encourage annual submission of ECFs, and to increase 
communications about the availability of PSLF.  
 
Later, in a 2015 report4, the GAO expressed similar concerns, estimating that 4 million 
borrowers could be eligible for PSLF, but that FedLoan had certified just 150,000 ECFs. The GAO 
recommended that ED take steps to better publicize the availability of PSLF. ED agreed at that 
time to examine borrower awareness of PSLF and to base further action on the results of that 
research. 
 
After years of informal conversations regarding our concerns about the program, NASFAA sent 
a letter5 to FSA (enclosed) in 2016 warning that something was amiss with the program. Citing 
data FSA released at its annual training conference in December 2015 showing that, based on 
the ECFs received to date, the letter raised alarm that there were no borrowers on track to 
receive forgiveness in 2017, the first year borrowers in the program would have reached the 
120 payments to qualify for PSLF. In that letter, NASFAA again requested that FSA publicly 
release more PSLF data and urged that, if the data revealed underutilization of PSLF, steps be 
taken immediately to educate borrowers of the availability of PSLF and how to qualify. 
 
Predictably, the GAO released a report in September 20186 revealing that as of April of the 
same year only 55 of the 19,321 borrowers— just .2%— who had submitted forgiveness 
applications had been approved. In its report, the GAO found that ED’s PSLF communications to 
both borrowers and servicers was inadequate, with no comprehensive PSLF servicing manual, 
no definitive source for determining which employers qualify a borrower for forgiveness, and 
no safeguards in place to ensure an accurate count of qualified payments made toward 
forgiveness.  
 
Many borrowers, in fact, cite discrepancies7 between the number of qualifying payments they 
know they have made and the number of payments reflected in their servicers’ records. Some 
discrepancies are due to servicers’ treatment of borrower payments made for more than the 
amount due or made several weeks in advance of the due date. From 2016 until 2018, FedLoan 

 
3https://www.nasfaa.org/uploads/documents/ektron/b38ff824-3d64-4bc1-8a89-

a3226d1d5de9/1dfdecabf0944e778c0b30f70f9681a17.pdf 
4 https://www.gao.gov/assets/680/672136.pdf 
5 https://www.nasfaa.org/uploads/documents/NASFAALetteronPSLF_1.pdf 
6 https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/694304.pdf 
7 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/12/your-money/public-service-loan-forgiveness.html 
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officials reported they were waiting for ED guidance on how to treat such payments8. Other 
discrepancies occurred when loan records were transferred from one of ED’s nine servicers to 
FedLoan and not all payments were properly counted9. The Government Accountability Office 
(GAO) in 201810 noted the potential for such errors and, later, in its 2019 report11 confirmed the 
prevalence of these errors, citing a review of eight Temporary Expanded Public Service Loan 
Forgiveness (TEPSLF) denial complaints, six of which had the correct number of qualifying 
payments that had been miscounted by servicers. 
 
The GAO recommended that FSA should 1.) develop a timeline for creating a PSLF servicing 
manual, 2.) provide better information to the PSLF servicer and to borrowers about qualified 
employers, 3.) standardize the process that transfers loans from non-PSLF servicers to FedLoan 
to ensure accurate counts of payments made, and 4.) provide more detailed information to 
borrowers about the number of payments recorded in the PSLF servicer’s records. To its credit, 
FSA concurred with the GAO’s findings and agreed to take steps to implement its 
recommendations, and later in 2018 created the PSLF Online Help Tool to assist borrowers in 
understanding whether they qualified for PSLF and with the application process.  
 
Congress created the TEPSLF program in 2018 in response to high PSLF denial rates resulting 
from borrower confusion about qualifying repayment plans. TEPSLF expanded eligibility to 
include borrowers in certain repayment plans that are ineligible for PSLF, and allocated funding 
toward that effort. While this was a welcome effort to help borrowers who mistakenly enrolled 
in non-qualifying payment plans to still benefit from public service forgiveness, it introduced 
even more complexity into an already very complex process.  
 
TEPSLF requires that the payment made in the month immediately preceding the TEPSLF 
application and the payment made twelve months prior to the application be equal to or 
greater than the amounts the borrower would have paid under an income-driven repayment 
(IDR) plan. Also, Congress set a sixty-day timeline for ED to create a simple process for 
borrowers to apply for TEPSLF. However, the construction of TEPSLF by Congress did not lend 
itself to a simple process. ED attempted to honor this requirement by creating a dedicated 
email address for borrowers to request TEPSLF. 
 
While “simple” at first glance, the email is only the start of a lengthy, complicated process. 
Borrowers who haven’t yet applied for PSLF are advised to complete that step first, then be 
denied, then re-submit the TEPSLF application, then provide income information so that FSA 
can compare the preceding twelfth and last months’ payments to what the borrower would 

 
8 https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/694304.pdf 
9 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/documents/4854/201706_cfpb_PSLF-midyear-report.pdf 
10 https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/694304.pdf 
11 https://www.gao.gov/assets/710/701157.pdf 
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have paid under an IDR plan.  
 
Not surprisingly, when the GAO released its 2019 evaluation12 of the TEPSLF program, it found 
that just 1.2% of those applications had been approved. The majority of denials (71%) were 
based on the fact that borrowers hadn’t yet been denied PSLF. While not a requirement in law, 
FSA argued that the PSLF application includes information necessary for processing TEPSLF 
applications. ED acknowledged13 to the GAO that it could have integrated the TEPSLF process 
into the existing PSLF application with more time and resources, greatly simplifying the process 
for borrowers. However, disappointingly, ED has indicated they have no plans to do so despite 
the GAO’s finding that it would be “...worthwhile for Education to invest resources in improving 
the process now,” given that TEPSLF funding is likely to be available for many years to come. 
 
The GAO also found that FSA’s PSLF Online Help Tool does not include information about 
TEPSLF, and that FSA does not require all of its servicers to include TEPSLF information on their 
websites. FSA also does not inform denied borrowers about their options to contest denials. 
This is especially alarming because ED was allocated $4.6 million by Congress specifically for 
PSLF outreach efforts.  
 
We commend Congress for creating the TEPSLF program to make up for the implementation 
issues in the PSLF program’s early years that would otherwise have prevented many hard-
working public servants from earning loan forgiveness. We also commend FSA for conducting 
outreach to 1,000 borrowers they identified as most likely to qualify for TEPSLF14 and for 
continuing to review new PSLF denials to communicate availability of TEPSLF.  
 
However, there is much work to be done.  

● PSLF applications and ECFs must be made available for online completion by both the 
borrower and employer.  

● The TEPSLF application process needs to be streamlined and incorporated into the PSLF 
application.  

● Inaccurate counts of qualified payments continue to plague the program, resulting in 
erroneous denials; these discrepancies must be resolved.  

● The PSLF and TEPSLF programs need to be better advertised so borrowers are aware of 
their availability, and the eligibility requirements must be made clear and simple to 
follow.  

● Borrowers need access to complete, transparent information about their progress 
toward forgiveness on an ongoing basis, so they don’t learn that they are ineligible for 

 
12 https://www.gao.gov/assets/710/701157.pdf 
13 Ibid 
14 Ibid 
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the program only after investing a decade’s worth of time and effort in some vain hope 
of qualifying.   

 
The Public Service Loan Forgiveness is a good example of a program created with the best of 
intentions, but whose very construction was flawed nearly from the outset. Delayed and 
convoluted implementation compounded those problems. Most recently, attempts to fix these 
shortcomings alleviated various issues, but simultaneously created other barriers. While we 
work to correct these challenges, it is our hope that our experience with PSLF can serve as a 
case study as Congress considers the creation of new student benefits and programs going 
forward.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Justin Draeger 
NASFAA President & CEO  
 
  
Enclosed:  

• NASFAA Task Force Report on Public Service Loan Forgiveness, 2014 

• NASFAA’s October 25, 2016 Letter on Public Service Loan Forgiveness  
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Introduction
The NASFAA Public Service Loan Forgiveness Task Force was convened to develop recommendations to improve the forgiveness program 
and strengthen its potential for long-term viability.  The purpose of the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Task Force was to:

•  Examine potential participation rates in the Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program;

•  Discuss the role of high-earning professional degree students in the program;

•  Identify needed data elements to more accurately assess the program;

•  Examine consumer information disclosures related to PSLF, particularly the impact such disclosures have on program participation rates;

•  Consider modifications and improvements to PSLF, including but not limited to, incremental forgiveness; and

•  Discuss the applicability and continued need for PSLF in the case of universal automatic income-based repayment.

The guiding principles of the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Task Force included a thorough review of the forgiveness program with 
special attention to:

•  Promoting fairness and equity for students across all sectors of postsecondary education;

•  Promoting accountability;

•  Encouraging simplicity;

•  Providing schools with flexibility to respond to the specific needs of students;

•  Promoting the use of technology wherever possible; and

•  Supporting recommendations with research and data analysis wherever possible.

The convened task force thus evaluated the various aspects of the PSLF program and has provided several recommendations for 
consideration by lawmakers and the policy community.  These recommendations are made with the intention of providing a framework for 
the PSLF program that exemplifies the ideals of encouraging access to higher education with a particular focus on fairness and inclusion 
of underserved populations in advanced degree programs, incenting talented individuals to work in public service to meet societal needs, 
discouraging over-borrowing, and reducing program costs. The recommendations include a focus on duty to the taxpayer by establishing 
forgiveness limits which ensure that borrowers, especially those with high earning potential, have a reasonable expectation of repayment.

The task force conducted its work between March 2014 and June 2014, and its recommendations were accepted and approved by the 
NASFAA Board of Directors in June 2014.  

3
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Executive Summary
The National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA) Public Service Loan Forgiveness Task Force was convened by 
the NASFAA Board of Directors to develop recommendations to improve the forgiveness program and strengthen its potential for long-
term viability. The task force comprised a geographically diverse group of NASFAA members from all types of postsecondary institutions, 
with a particular emphasis on the inclusion of members representing graduate and professional institutions.

Based on the research and discussions the task force developed, and the NASFAA Board accepted and endorsed, the recommendations 
detailed in this report:

1. Continue the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program 
Concern over the potential cost of PSLF has generated uncertainty for the continuation of the program among higher education 
professionals and students.  In this environment, the task force feels it is important to reiterate a commitment to supporting the forgiveness 
program and the students it will serve.

2. Retain the Eligibility Criteria  to Qualify  for Public  Service  Loan Forgiveness  
In the absence of robust and readily available data about the potential participation in the PSLF program, the definitions of: qualifying full 
time work, qualifying employment, qualifying monthly payments, qualifying loan types, and length of service should remain unchanged.

3. Institute Limits on the Amount of Forgiveness 
Allow forgiveness of up to 100 percent of a qualifying loan balance that does not exceed the undergraduate aggregate Stafford Loan 
limit (currently $57,500) and allow additional forgiveness of 50 percent of any remaining qualifying loan balance, conditioned that total 
forgiveness cannot exceed the graduate aggregate Stafford Loan limit (currently $138,500). Additionally, borrowers with a balance 
remaining after receiving PSLF forgiveness should be allowed to continue utilizing an income-based repayment plan to pay their remaining 
balance, and potentially could qualify for additional loan forgiveness under the income-based repayment plan.

Structuring the forgiveness cap in this manner will create “skin in the game” while also addressing concerns about borrowers potentially 
receiving excessive forgiveness for the pursuit of multiple advanced degrees, or for an extreme amount of debt incurred pursuing a single 
degree.  A cap on the maximum amount of forgiveness will ensure that students are discouraged from over-borrowing.

4. Keep Public Service Loan Forgiveness Untaxed 
Taxing borrowers on the amount of forgiveness received is counterintuitive, as it both provides a disincentive for high-debt borrowers to 
take advantage of the program and creates a sudden financial hardship for borrowers receiving forgiveness. At the moment they should 
finally be emerging from their debts, they are abruptly faced with a significant lump-sum cost. It could be argued that in certain cases, this 
is a more calamitous financial event than simply remaining in repayment. It is likely that many borrowers would need to pay this cost in 
installments, meaning they will have simply moved from making monthly payments to a student loan servicer to making monthly payments 
to the IRS, who does not offer the borrower protections and benefits found in the student loan program.

5. Make Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program Data Public 
The designated PSLF servicer should make public, data and information collected in the administration of the PSLF program. Analysis of 
such data would allow interested constituencies the opportunity to more accurately evaluate the forgiveness program, its effectiveness as an 
incentive to pursue public service work, and the cost of the program.

6. Strongly Encourage Annual Submission of Employment Certification Forms 
Borrowers may complete an employment certification form at any time during their public service employment. There are several 
possible negative consequences if borrowers wait until the end of the 10 years of qualifying employment to begin providing employment 
certification. As such, strongly encouraging borrowers to complete the employment certification form annually will ensure that the 
designated PSLF servicer can monitor an eligible borrower’s repayment and employment.

7. Increase Communication about Public Service Loan Forgiveness 
The PSLF program should be more widely publicized by the Department of Education and the loan servicers as an incentive for borrowers 
and those considering enrollment in higher education to enter public service work.  Owing to the broad nature of the program, 
communication about the program should be increased and the type and timing of information made available to the public should be 
expanded to ensure awareness of the program.
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The NASFAA Public Service Loan Forgiveness Task Force
Task Force Members:

Candi Frazier, West Virginia University (Chair)

John Ahlers, Duke University School of Law

Heather Gaumer, Simpson College

Tony Lubbers, Friends University

Rebekah Melville, Yale University School of Management

Patricia Scott, University of Maryland Baltimore

Tony Sozzo, New York Medical College

Dennis Tominaga, University of California, Berkeley School of Law

Virginia Tucker, New Mexico State University

NASFAA Staff Liaisons:

Justin Draeger, NASFAA President

Joan Berkes, Senior Policy Analyst

Karen McCarthy, Senior Policy Analyst

Megan McClean, Managing Director of Policy & Federal Relations

Jesse O’Connell, Assistant Director for Federal Relations

About NASFAA
The National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA) is a nonprofit membership organization that represents more 
than 20,000 financial aid professionals at nearly 3,000 colleges, universities, and career schools across the country. NASFAA member 
institutions serve nine out of every ten undergraduates in the United States. Based in Washington, DC, NASFAA is the only national 
association with a primary focus on student aid legislation, regulatory analysis, and training for financial aid administrators. For more 
information, visit www.nasfaa.org.  
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Recommendations 
1. Continue the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program
Recommendation:  
• Continue to provide borrowers working in public service with the benefit of loan forgiveness under the PSLF program. 

Rationale: 
The PSLF program provides an incentive for talented individuals to enter and remain in the public service sector serving the needs of 
society.  Moreover, PSLF provides fairness and access for underserved populations to enroll in academic programs of study that will lead to 
public service employment.

Media criticism over the potential cost of PSLF has generated uncertainty for the continuation of the program among higher education 
professionals and students.  In this environment, NASFAA feels it is important to reiterate a commitment to supporting the forgiveness 
program and the students it will serve.

2. Retain the Eligibility Criteria to Qualify for Public Service Loan Forgiveness 
Recommendation: 
• Retain the current eligibility criteria to qualify for PSLF.  Specifically, the Task Force recommends that the following definitions 
remain:

 • qualifying full time work;

 • qualifying employment;

 • qualifying monthly payments;

 • qualifying loan types; and

 • length of service.

Rationale: 
A change to any of these definitions would likely increase the administrative burden on the designated servicer and restrict borrower access 
to PSLF.  Operating from the belief that the intent of PSLF is to incent borrowers to enter and remain in public service work so the ten year 
length of qualifying service should not be shortened and forgiveness should not be provided incrementally.

Critically, in the absence of data about key elements integral to PSLF, further restrictions to eligibility could not be established.  Data 
elements that would have permitted a comprehensive review and analysis for the purpose of making recommendations on eligibility criteria 
were not readily available. 
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3. Institute Limits on the Amount of Forgiveness
Recommendation: 
•  Institute limits on the amount of possible forgiveness a borrower may receive. The amount of forgiveness should be tied to the 

aggregate Stafford Loan limits. Forgiveness amounts would be calculated as follows:

 •  Forgiveness of up to 100% of a qualifying loan balance that does not exceed the undergraduate aggregate Stafford Loan limit 
(currently $57,500); AND

 •  50% of any remaining qualifying loan balance, conditioned that total forgiveness cannot exceed the graduate aggregate 
Stafford Loan limit (currently $138,500).

•  Borrowers with a balance remaining after receiving forgiveness through PSLF should be allowed to continue utilizing the Income 
Based Repayment Plan and/or the Pay As You Earn (PAYE) repayment plan to pay the remaining balance, and would remain eligible 
for the forgiveness provisions after 25 or 20 years in repayment, respectively.

Rationale: 
The recommended limits will allow both undergraduate and graduate level borrowers to benefit from PSLF, and also address concerns 
about borrowers potentially receiving forgiveness for the pursuit of multiple advanced degrees, or excessive forgives for an extreme amount 
of debt incurred pursuing a single degree.  In implementing a cap on the maximum amount of forgiveness will ensure that students are 
discouraged from over borrowing.  A cap on the amount of forgiveness will reduce the cost of the program by ensuring that borrowers, 
especially those with high earning potential, have an increased responsibility in repayment.

Additionally, a defined limit on the amount of forgiveness that is tied to aggregate loan limits is easily understandable and explainable to 
borrowers.  The designated servicer and higher education professionals will be able to counsel borrowers and provide accurate disclosures 
on the amount of forgiveness and potential interest accrual on loan balances for those considering public service work and the repayment 
plans utilized to pursue PSLF.

Many federal loan forgiveness programs administered by the U.S. Department of Education (ED) have a maximum amount of forgiveness; 
either a defined maximum dollar amount (ex. Federal Teacher Loan Forgiveness Program) or the amount of forgiveness is limited due to 
aggregate loan limits (ex. Federal Perkins Loan Cancellation). Providing a similar framework for PSLF will allow the Office of Management 
and Budget and other constituencies to more accurately project the cost of the program.

By structuring the cap in the manner described above, it creates “skin in the game” above the first threshold of $57,500.  Additionally, the 
absolute cap of $138,500 addresses concerns that graduate students with unlimited access to PLUS could continue to borrow or pursue 
additional degrees and effectively have all borrowing above a certain marginal level forgiven.  At the same time $138,500 seems sufficiently 
high to balance the higher cost of professional degrees and still provide ample incentive for those borrowers to participate in the program. 
In choosing the undergraduate graduate aggregate Stafford loan limits as the forgiveness benchmarks, we are able to point to existing 
values as a basis for this determination, rather than choose arbitrary values. The forgiveness benchmarks are not intended to be restricted 
to any specific loan type (subsidized, unsubsidized, or Grad PLUS) or borrowing at specific academic levels (undergraduate versus graduate). 
For example, a student who borrowed only at the graduate level would be eligible for 100% forgiveness of graduate level loans up to the 
$57,500 threshold, and then  50% of the remaining loan balance, up to the $138,500 overall threshold. 

The chart below outlines the difference in forgiveness amounts between the current program, the limits suggested by President Obama in 
his FY15 Budget Request, and the NASFAA Task Force:

Starting Loan 
Balance

Amount Repaid 
in IBR Plan

Current PSLF 
Forgiveness Obama Plan NASFAA Plan

Abe $75,000 $26,829 $96,004 $57,500 $76,752

Becky $50,000 $27,247 $52,753 $52,753 $52,753

Carl $100,000 $50,837 $112,913 $57,500 $85,206

Danielle $175,000 $100,461 $201,693 $57,500 $129,596

Abe is a K-12 teacher earning at the 75th percentile; Becky is a social worker (MSW) earning at the 75th percentile; Carl is a lawyer earning 
at the 50th percentile; Danielle is a doctor with a starting salary of $125,000 after 3-yr residency.

Sources: New America Foundation; Association of American Medical Colleges; NASFAA analysis

For full details on the borrower profiles, including salary progression and monthly payment amounts, please refer to the appendix.
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4. Keep Public Service Loan Forgiveness Untaxed
Recommendation: 
•  Loan amounts forgiven as a result of PSLF should remain untaxed.  Additionally, a borrower that received forgiveness under PSLF 

and continues making payments on any remaining balance utilizing the Income Based Repayment plan, or the Pay As You Earn 
(PAYE) repayment plan should not be taxed for any additional forgiveness as a benefit of those specific repayment plans.

Rationale: 
Taxing borrowers on the amount of forgiveness received is counterintuitive, as it both provides a disincentive for high-debt borrowers to 
take advantage of the program and creates a sudden financial hardship for borrowers receiving forgiveness. At the moment they should 
finally be emerging from their debts, they are abruptly faced with a significant lump-sum cost. It could be argued that in certain cases, 
this is a more calamitous financial event than simply remaining in repayment. It is likely that many borrowers would need to pay this cost 
in installments, meaning they have simply moved from making monthly payments to a student loan servicer to making monthly payments 
to the IRS, who does not offer the borrower protections and benefits found in the student loan program. Additionally, a borrower may be 
inclined to leave public service work in pursuit of higher earning potential after receiving PSLF because taxable forgiveness on an income 
related repayment plan would be financially detrimental.  

5. Provision of Data from the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Servicer
Recommendation: 
•  The designated PSLF servicer should make public, data and information collected in the administration of the PSLF program.  These 

data should be information related to, but not limited to, borrower demographics, borrower employment history, balance forgiven, 
balance remaining after forgiveness, borrower credential level, amount borrower repaid during the qualifying employment period, 
borrower income or adjusted gross income, and other information that will help describe the first cohort of PSLF recipients in 2017 
and 2018. 

Rationale: 
Currently, very little data exists to determine the cost and potential participation rates for PSLF.  There is no data available to determine 
how PSLF incentivizes individuals to pursue higher education degrees and careers in public service work.

Data collection and analysis would allow interested constituencies the opportunity to more accurately evaluate the forgiveness program, its 
effectiveness as an incentive to pursue public service work, and the cost.  The availability of this type of data will allow NASFAA and others 
the opportunity to more thoroughly assess PSLF and make further recommendations on the various aspects of the program.

 

6. Employment Certification Process
Recommendation: 
•  Strongly encourage borrowers to complete and submit the employment certification form annually to the designated PSLF servicer. 

Rationale: 
Borrowers may complete an employment certification form at any time during their public service employment.  There are several 
consequences that could inhibit forgiveness or timely forgiveness under the PSLF program if borrowers wait until the end of their qualifying 
employment to begin providing employment certification.  Some of these issues include a borrower not adequately being counseled or 
monitored by a servicer to ensure that the correct repayment plan is utilized, payments made have been qualifying payments or whether the 
employer is a qualified employer.

In some circumstances, it could be impossible for a borrower to provide proof of qualifying employment if they wait until the end of the 
required length of public service.  An example would be when an agency closes and employment records are unattainable.  If a borrower is 
strongly encouraged to complete the employer certification form annually the likelihood of these circumstances may be limited.

If the designated PSLF servicer accepts an employer certification form submitted by the borrower, , the borrower’s loan balance is 
transferred from the existing servicer to the designated PSLF servicer.  Because the non-PSLF servicers lose loan volume, and therefore 
revenue, when loan balances are transferred to the designated PSLF servicer, there is little incentive for them to encourage borrowers to 
complete the employment certification form. Strongly encouraging borrowers to complete the employment certification form annually will 
ensure that the designated PSLF servicer can monitor an eligible borrower’s repayment and employment.
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7. Increase Servicer and ED Communications about Public Service Loan Forgiveness
Recommendation: 
•  The designated PSLF servicer, the other loan servicers, and ED should provide and make available additional information about the 

availability and qualifying criteria of PSLF.  Specifically, the Task Force recommends four areas for improved communication:

 •  All contracted federal loan servicers should be required to prominently display information about PSLF and the process on how 
to qualify for PSLF on their web sites. Servicers should be required to strongly encourage borrowers to complete the employer 
certification form annually.

 •  Information about PSLF should be expanded upon in ED’s online exit counseling. The information provided during exit 
counseling should include the details on how to qualify for PSLF and strongly encourage borrowers to complete the employer 
certification form annually.

 •  The servicers should be required to include information about PSLF with the initial repayment plan selection disclosure provided 
to borrowers during the grace period.

 •  ED, or other designated entity, should compile, publish and maintain a listing of all qualifying employers for PSLF.

Rationale: 
The PSLF program should be more widely publicized as an incentive for borrowers and those considering enrollment in higher education to 
enter public service work.  Owing to the broad nature of the program, communication about the program should be increased and the type 
and timing of information made available to the public should be expanded to ensure awareness of the program.

Currently, the designated PSLF servicer maintains an internal listing of qualifying employers.  This list is primarily compiled of employers 
that have been deemed qualifying as borrowers submit employment certification forms.  The designated PSLF servicer, the other servicers, 
and/or ED or some other appropriate agency should maintain a listing of all qualifying employers that borrowers and higher education 
professionals can easily reference to determine whether employment would qualify. Once created, a process should be put in place to 
ensure that the list is maintained and updated in an ongoing and timely fashion to ensure the accuracy of the information.
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Appendix: Borrower Profiles

Abe: K-12 teacher, 75th percentile earnings
New America IBR Calculator           

Loan Balance Interest Rate

Unsubsidized Stafford $50,000 6.00%

Grad PLUS $25,000 7.00%

Total $75,000 6.375%
            

             

Repayment Options Total Payments Forgiven

PSLF for New IBR $26,809 $96,004 

Repayment Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Annual Income ($) 18,000 43,541 46,126 48,812 51,604 54,505 57,519 60,558 63,713 66,988

Adjusted Gross Income ($) 16,200 39,187 41,513 43,931 46,444 49,055 51,767 54,502 57,342 60,289

New IBR Monthly Payment ($)  -  179  195  211  228  246  265  283  303  323 

Loan Balance ($)  79,781  82,411  84,852  87,096  89,136  90,963  92,568  93,949  95,097  96,004 

Source: New America Foundation, Safety Net or Windfall? Examining Changes to Income-Based Repayment for Federal Student Loans,  
© October 2012  
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Becky: Social worker, 75th percentile earnings
New America IBR Calculator           

Loan Balance Interest Rate

Unsubsidized Stafford $50,000 6.00%

Grad PLUS $0 7.00%

Total $50,000 6.00%
            

             

Repayment Options Total Payments Forgiven

PSLF for New IBR $27,247 $52,753 

Repayment Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Annual Income ($) 10,000 37,955 42,269 46,774 51,478 56,389 61,512 64,330 67,250 70,276

Adjusted Gross Income ($) 9,000 34,160 38,042 42,097 46,331 50,750 55,361 57,897 60,525 63,248

New IBR Monthly Payment ($)  -  137  166  196  227  260  295  312  329  348 

Loan Balance ($)  53,000  54,351  55,358  56,005  56,275  56,151  55,614  54,875  53,924  52,753 

Source: New America Foundation, Safety Net or Windfall? Examining Changes to Income-Based Repayment for Federal Student Loans,  
© October 2012  
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Carl: Lawyer, 50th percentile earnings
New America IBR Calculator           

Loan Balance Interest Rate

Unsubsidized Stafford $65,000 6.00%

Grad PLUS $35,000 7.00%

Total $100,000 6.375%
            

             

Repayment Options Total Payments Forgiven

PSLF for New IBR $50,837 $112,913 

Repayment Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Annual Income ($) 25,000 59,065 66,031 73,308 80,908 88,842 97,123 102,786 108,672 114,788

Adjusted Gross Income ($) 22,500 53,159 59,428 62,312 68,772 75,516 82,554 87,368 92,371 97,570

New IBR Monthly Payment ($)  44  296  344  365  415  467  521  557  595  634 

Loan Balance ($) 105,849 108,674 110,918 112,918 114,319 115,093 115,213 114,901 114,141 112,913 

Source: New America Foundation, Safety Net or Windfall? Examining Changes to Income-Based Repayment for Federal Student Loans,  
© October 2012  
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Danielle: Doctor, 3-yr Residency, starting salary of $125k
New America IBR Calculator           

Loan Balance Interest Rate

Unsubsidized Stafford $0 6.00%

Grad PLUS $175,000 7.00%

Total $175,000 7.00%
            

             

Repayment Options Total Payments Forgiven

PSLF for New IBR $100,461 $201,693 

Repayment Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Annual Income ($) 0 0 0 125,000 137,500 151,250 166,375 183,013 201,314 221,445

Adjusted Gross Income ($) 0 0 0 118,750 130,625 143,688 158,056 179,352 197,287 217,016

New IBR Monthly Payment ($)  -  -  -  835  930  1,035  1,150  1,324  1,469  1,629 

Loan Balance ($) 187,250 199,500 211,750 213,982 215,072 214,904 213,349 209,714 206,766 201,693 

Source: New America Foundation, Safety Net or Windfall? Examining Changes to Income-Based Repayment for Federal Student Loans,  
© October 2012  
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October	25,	2016	
	
The	Honorable	John	B.	King	
U.S.	Secretary	of	Education		
Department	of	Education	
400	Maryland	Ave,	SW	
Washington,	DC	20202	
	
The	Honorable	Ted	Mitchell	
U.S.	Under	Secretary	of	Education	
Department	of	Education	
400	Maryland	Ave,	SW	
Washington,	DC	20202	
	
Dear	Secretary	King	and	Under	Secretary	Mitchell,	
	
On	behalf	of	the	National	Association	of	Student	Financial	Aid	Administrators	(NASFAA),	I	am	
writing	to	request	information	about	Public	Service	Loan	Forgiveness	(PSLF),	and	specifically,	
the	number	of	borrowers	expected	to	benefit	from	forgiveness	of	their	remaining	unpaid	
balances	in	2017	when	the	first	borrowers	are	expected	to	reach	their	120th	qualified	payment	
under	the	PSLF	program.	
	
During	the	Federal	Student	Aid	conference	in	December	2015,	Department	of	Education	staff	
released	data	showing	there	were	no	borrowers	with		more	than	97	qualifying	payments	that	
would	put	them	on	track	for	PSLF.		In	other	words,	there	were	zero	borrowers	with	approved	
PSLF	Employment	Certification	Forms	on	file	with	FedLoan	Servicing	who	have	also	made	the	
needed	number	of	qualifying	payments	that	would	put	them	on	track	to	qualify	for	loan	
forgiveness	in	2017.	
	
If	accurate,	this	number	is	shockingly	low	and	contradicts	the	many	estimates	put	forward	by	
federal	and	independent	entities	that	anticipate	a	much	higher	participation	rate.	We	are	
concerned	that	many	more	borrowers	should	be	qualifying	for	PSLF,	and	that	many	borrowers	
believe	they	are	in	fact	on	track	to	qualify,	but	are	not	because	of	administrative	issues	or	
process	confusion.l		
	
We	request	that	ED	publicly	provide	the	number	and/or	percentage	of	borrowers	who	have	at	
least	one	approved	employment	certification	form	and	have	made	between	97	and	120	
otherwise	qualifying	payments,	but	have	not	submitted	an	Employment	Certification	Form	to	
correspond	to	all	of	those	payments.	Understanding	that	some	of	these	borrowers	may	have	
left	employment	in	qualified	public	service	positions,	this	figure	may	still	provide	useful	
insight.				
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In	addition	to	Employment	Certification	Form	submission	requirements,	what	other	factors	
might	explain	a	low	number	of	potential	PSLF	recipients	in	2017?	For	example,	is	the	treatment	
of	lump	sum	payments	disqualifying	significant	numbers	of	borrowers	from	near-term	loan	
forgiveness?	Beneficiaries	of	Peace	Corps,	Americorps	and	Department	of	Defense	(DOD)	
benefits	receive	special	consideration	that	advances	lump-sum	payments	forward	so	as	not	to	
inadvertently	disqualify	them	for	loan	forgiveness.	If	other	borrowers	are	expecting	to	qualify	
for	PSLF	as	evidenced	by	the	completion	of	at	least	one	employment	certification	form,	they	
too	should	have	their	lump-sum	payments	counted	similarly.		
	
We	also	ask	the	Department	to	release	a	data	summary	of	borrowers	who	have	expressed	an	
interest	in	PSLF	by	submitting	an	employment	certification	form,	including	the	following:	
	

• Cumulative	number	of	borrowers	with	an	approved	employment	certification	form	
• A	breakdown	of	borrowers	with	an	approved	employment	certification	by	

undergraduate/graduate	and	debt	level	
• Cumulative	number	of	borrowers	with	a	denied	employment	certification	form	
• Number	of	borrowers	with	an	approved	employment	certification	form	on	each	

qualifying	repayment	plan	
• A	breakdown	of	the	number	of	qualifying	payments	made	by	borrowers	with	an	

approved	employment	certification	form	
	

If	the	data	reveal	a	likely	large	underutilization	of	this	public	benefit,	steps	should	be	taken	now	
to	help	remedy	this	situation	before	October	2017.	To	that	end,	we	are	interested	to	learn	what	
outreach	efforts	have	been	undertaken	by	ED	to	ensure	that	eligible	borrowers	know	about	and	
can	benefit	from	PSLF	and	whether	we	as	a	community	can	partner	together	to	conduct	some	
sort	of	outreach.		
	
Thank	you	for	your	attention	to	this	matter.		We	look	forward	to	your	assistance	in	identifying	
ways	to	ensure	that	all	PSLF-eligible	borrowers	benefit	from	the	forgiveness	for	which	they	are	
eligible.	
	
Sincerely,	
	

		 	
Justin	Draeger,	President	&	CEO		
	
cc:	
Lynn	Mahaffie,	Deputy	Assistant	Secretary	for	Policy,	Planning	and	Innovation,	Office	of	
Postsecondary	Education		
James	Runcie,	Chief	Operating	Officer,	Federal	Student	Aid	
Jeff	Baker,	Policy	Liaison	and	Implementation	Director,	Federal	Student	Aid		




